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About This Content
The original soundtrack for OrangeJuice's acclaimed shoot'em'up Sora.

Track List:
01.Daedalus
02.Menu
03.Practice
04.Gray Hued
05.Readiness
06.Ice Cage 1
07.World of Sepia
08.Overdrive
09.Each Reason
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10.Le Train
11.Regalia
12.Abstract
13.Necessary
14.Novation
15.Grand Blue
16.Morning Glory
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Title: Sora no Kakera - Sora Original Soundtrack
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Publisher:
Fruitbat Factory
Franchise:
Orange Juice
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Such a wonderful soundtrack to bring the gloomy atmosphere for Sora and to remind you of your mission. Glorious 320kbs
master race. If you don't get this, you'd better to drop your weapons. It's nice, i uh.. think?. Such a wonderful soundtrack to
bring the gloomy atmosphere for Sora and to remind you of your mission. Glorious 320kbs master race. If you don't get this,
you'd better to drop your weapons. It's nice, i uh.. think?. To be blunt... THIS IS GREAT
Yay, I'm already copying my past self from thirty seconds ago.
Right... on to this.
The OST for Sora, if you want some unused tracks (Plus a couple of mix's for some of Suguri's tracks) go and get Celeste AS
WELL AS THIS!!!!!!!!!!
A great OST, I can't say much... if anything about it. Like Suguri's OST (Which for all those consurned ISN'T on Steam) some
tracks give me 'Nam like flashbacks (Ice Cage 1 for instance) NOW that is because I'm crap at Sora (Which I'll most likely
review when I'm not as crap at it) the OST is good, great in-fact, I often find myself listening to it over most other things (11-14
plays on Winamp as opposed to like... five at most (For the everything else)) AND THAT'S ON MY MAIN PC.
Great OST, a must buy along with the extra soundtrack and it fits the game it was designed for... DONE!. A Great OST. I
brought this for the theme playing in the final battle with star breaker (Grand Blue), the result was me loving the whole ost. I
never have been interested in buying ost's as while some games have good ones, i think they got a fair bit for what will probably
hold little value after a few listens (which is true in most cases, a few plays and we grow bored). I got this anyway on sale and
wasn't let down, not only did i get the track i wanted, it was joined by so many great pieces of music. If you enjoy the games
music this is a star buy for sure, all tracks are an amazing listen and you wont be let down! I listen to this quite often, with just
enough gap between to ensure i don't over do it but honestly i really got my money worth on this one.. Sora's OST is great. It's
the reason I bought this soundtrack. However, this "original soundtrack" is not quite as original as one would expect. The sound
files you get when buying this soundtrack are lossy, and suffer from a noticable quality loss compared to the actual game audio.
The sound files in this soundtrack are CBR 320kbps mp3 files, instead of lossless original quality files like flac. This is not the
only sin of this soundtrack though, the mp3 files sound like they have been transcoded multiple times and you can actually hear
the difference in quality between game audio and these. You are much better off ripping the 500kbps VBR ogg\/vorbis audio
files found in the game, which sound noticably better.
Unfortunately I can't recommend buying this soundtrack due to these two major issues, even though Sora's OST is great.. A
Great OST. I brought this for the theme playing in the final battle with star breaker (Grand Blue), the result was me loving the
whole ost. I never have been interested in buying ost's as while some games have good ones, i think they got a fair bit for what
will probably hold little value after a few listens (which is true in most cases, a few plays and we grow bored). I got this anyway
on sale and wasn't let down, not only did i get the track i wanted, it was joined by so many great pieces of music. If you enjoy
the games music this is a star buy for sure, all tracks are an amazing listen and you wont be let down! I listen to this quite often,
with just enough gap between to ensure i don't over do it but honestly i really got my money worth on this one.
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Sora's OST is great. It's the reason I bought this soundtrack. However, this "original soundtrack" is not quite as original as one
would expect. The sound files you get when buying this soundtrack are lossy, and suffer from a noticable quality loss compared
to the actual game audio.
The sound files in this soundtrack are CBR 320kbps mp3 files, instead of lossless original quality files like flac. This is not the
only sin of this soundtrack though, the mp3 files sound like they have been transcoded multiple times and you can actually hear
the difference in quality between game audio and these. You are much better off ripping the 500kbps VBR ogg\/vorbis audio
files found in the game, which sound noticably better.
Unfortunately I can't recommend buying this soundtrack due to these two major issues, even though Sora's OST is great.. To be
blunt... THIS IS GREAT
Yay, I'm already copying my past self from thirty seconds ago.
Right... on to this.
The OST for Sora, if you want some unused tracks (Plus a couple of mix's for some of Suguri's tracks) go and get Celeste AS
WELL AS THIS!!!!!!!!!!
A great OST, I can't say much... if anything about it. Like Suguri's OST (Which for all those consurned ISN'T on Steam) some
tracks give me 'Nam like flashbacks (Ice Cage 1 for instance) NOW that is because I'm crap at Sora (Which I'll most likely
review when I'm not as crap at it) the OST is good, great in-fact, I often find myself listening to it over most other things (11-14
plays on Winamp as opposed to like... five at most (For the everything else)) AND THAT'S ON MY MAIN PC.
Great OST, a must buy along with the extra soundtrack and it fits the game it was designed for... DONE!
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